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DELNET launches DEL-WINDOWS

DELNET is pleased to announce
the release of DEL-WINDOWS
Version 1.0 after the successful
creation and implementation of
DELSIS Unix Version. It is an efficient
tool for creating and retrieving
bibliographic databases and
catalogues.

DEL-WINDOWS can convert the
simple PC into a powerful management
information system. Some of the
salient features are:

• It is simple and easy to use. The
novice library professionals and
end users can interact with the
software without any prior
training.

• It is user-friendly with adequate
window-menus for data inputting
and search capabilities.

• It provides the options for creating
the bibliographic records either
using Common Communication
Format (CCF) or the MARC
Format.

DEL-WINDOWS provides the
following operational modules:

a) Database Creation
Maintenance:

and

This module is used to create
and store the bibliographic records
in a machine readable format using
CCF or MARC Format so as to facilitate
the easier exchange of information.

Salient Features:

1)

2)

3)

4)

The desirable format worksheet,
i.e. CCF or MARC worksheets can
be chosen for data storage
purpose.

The MARC worksheet consists of
two levels, viz. fixed field entry and
variable field entry. To save the
user's time and also the disk space,
the required field tags along with the
indicators can be chosen.

The online assistance is available
for data inputting through the help
menus.

Data validation check is possible in
order to avoid the data errors.

5) Provision for duplicate checking
is available at the time of inputting
or importing a record into a
database.

6) The authority database is
maintained.

7) Data Import/Export into and from
MARC as well as CCF is made
possible.

8) The option for editing or the
deletion of the records is available.

9) Printout facility for printing the
desired records is also available.

b) Online Public Access Catalogue
(OPAC):

This module helps the librarians
as well as the end users to retrieve the
information available in the database
in a very user-friendly manner.
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Salient Features:

1) Browsing facility: Available for
beginners. They can search a book
by title, author, subject, etc;

2) Word or phrase searching;

3) Full text searching;

4) Search term is not case sensitive;

5) Brief as well as detailed
bibliographical information can be
retrieved;

6) Displays records in AACRII format;
and

7) Prints search results in standard
AACR II format or other formats as
desired.

Hardware Requirements for DEL-
WINDOWS

The following hardware
configuration under Windows 95/
Windows NT is required to run DEL-
WINDOWS.

Hardware Platform: PC-AT 486,
Pentium or above

Main Memory: Minimum 16 MB RAM

Disk Space: 20 MB

Microprocessor Speed: 66 MHz or
above

We are sure that DEL-WINDOWS
will become a very popular software
for libraries interested in creating
standard bibliographic records in
MARC Format.

— Gauri Shankar Pardhi

feature

STN INTERNATIONAL
The Scientific and Technical

Information Network
H. K. Kaul

It was useful for us to meet Mr
Tassilo Hoyos of International
Marketing and Sales, STN
International, FIZ Karlsruhe, the
representatives of STN International,
the scientific and technical information
network in Germany. I thought it
would be appropriate to give an
overview of STN International to the
readers of DELNET Newsletter.
This network is supported by
Fachinformationszentrum (FIZ)
Karlsruhe, Chemical Abstracts Service
(CAS) of the American Chemical
Society (ACS), and the Japan Science
and Technology Corporation (JST),
Japan Information Centre for Science
andTechnology (IICST). It has Service
Centres in Karlsruhe, Columbus and
Tokyo and they are linked by sea
cable (TAT8). The users of STN
International have access to a
worldwide information service which
provides databases in science and
technology.

STN International offers and
maintains 200 scientific, technical,
business and patent databases, and also
provides access to the selected
databases via the new STN Easy service
on the Web. The scientific subjects for
searching include engineering, materials
science, physics, biotechnology,
pharmacology and chemistry, besides
many more. Advanced chemical
structure searching, chemical reaction
information, cross-searching of
complementary databases and
computational services are some of the
special services of STN.

Web access to STN databases
include:

+ STN Documentation (Catalog,
Database Summary Sheets, User
Guides, etc.)

+ STN Express

+ Telnet Access to STN Online
(command based)

• MultiFile SDI

+ ChemCats: Chemical Catalog
Searching

+ CAplus Table of Contents Service

+ Help Desk

+ STN Service Centres

STN also provides MULTIFILE
SDI which updates from multiple
databases automatically and provides
multiple alerts, unique search results
and removes duplicate records. This
service also offers current awareness
facilities. The search facilities enable
the userto be as comprehensive as one
needs to be without any file limit using
any number of databases. There is a
facility to optimise the search and
display results and to indicate which
database information is most critical.

The software enables users to
create their own Multifile SDI. So that
you as a user can

1. Create a query that you want to run
as an SDI;

2. Enter the files in which you want your
multifile SDI to run; and

3. Enter the SDI command and answer
the system prompts.

Some of the databases STN offers in
Science, Technology, Patents and
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Business are on subjects such as global
mobility, aluminium, agriculture,
aerospace, AIDS, aquatic sciences,
biotechnology, cancer, literature,
chemical abstracts and Pharmaceuticals.

CHEMCATS

One of the important databases is
CHEMCATS, which presents
catalogues from chemical supplies in
different parts of the world. In order to
obtain the information, you may enter
the name of a chemical or chemical
supplier or even a chemical structure.
In seconds or minutes the information
on the product and supplier is culled
out of the database of more than
260,000 catalogue and 140,000 CAS
Registry Numbers.

CAplus Table of Contents Service
In the field of chemistry, Table

of Contents (TOC information) is
provided for more than 1,350 key
chemical journals. This is an important
resource sharing tool since the cost of
journals and storage costs are high
and the access facilities are much
quicker through this service.

STN Express
STN also offers an integrated

software package called STN Express
that enables the user to save online
costs and time by creating offline,
functional group queries, called STN
Express. It is available for Windows
(3.1x, 95 or NT) and Macintosh
(System 7) operating systems, and
provides easy access to STN. STN
Express enables a user to search 200
scientific and technical databases. It
enables one to save time and effort.

STN Easy
STN Easy provides quick online

access to STN International, a service
operated jointly by CAS in North
America, by the Japan Science and
Technology Corporation (JST) in Asia,
and by FIZ-Karlsruhe in Germany for
users in Europe.

Information is maintained up-to-date,
from a number of selected scientific,
technical, business, and patent
databases. You need a password to use
the services. It is the world's largest
chemical database in English. It supports
forms and tables and provides links to
other WWW sites.

The search facility includes:

+ Basic Search which is a keyword
searching facility;

+ Advanced Search which enables
onetouseauthorsearches, Boolean
searches, index browsing and use
of limiters.

Some of the tips for using STN Easy
are given below:

+ Start simple—just enter a few key
words. Refine, as necessary, with
more specific words.

+ Click on the Show Databases to
choose specific STN databases.

+ Use the Advanced Search facility to
search by author.

+ Use single words ratherthan phrases
when searching by subject.

+ Use double quotes around words
you want searched as a phrase,
e.g. "acid rain".

+ Searching for "All of these words"
means Boolean AND is applied.

+ Searching for "Any of the words"
means Boolean OR is applied.

+ You can change the number of
answers to display Search Results
per page via the Preferences
hyperlink.

+ Set the number of answers shown
at one time via the Preference
hyperlink.

+ Turn off highlighting of your search
words via the Preferences hyperlink.

+ Send feedback to CAS and FIZ
Karlsruhe via the Comments
hyperlink.

DELNET STATISTICS
Participating libraries

76

DELNET Databases

Union Catalogue of Books
3,30,000 records

Union List of Serials
21,500 records

Science and Technology
Social Sciences

Humanities

Database of Periodical Articles
60,000 reocrds

Union Catalogue of Serials
7,000 records

Specialists' Database
2,000 records

Multilingual Books
Sample Database

CD-ROM Database
138 records

Union List of Video Recordings
710 records

Urdu Manuscripts Database
210 records

Database of Theses and
Dissertations
251 records

DEVINSA Database
20,000 records

Union List of Serials: Petroleum
and Natural Gas Libraries

835 records

Other Online Facilities to Members
and Users

DEL-LISTSERVs

NET-HAPPENINGS
MED-CLIPS

IFLA
UBJOBS

Books: New Arrivals From
INTERNET

Book Reviews

Current Contents

ILL Online

Books-in-Print: New Titles From
Publishers
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+ Use Basic Search to search
chemical name fragments under
Chemical Substances.

+ Use Advanced Search to select
chemical names from an index list
under Chemical Substances.

+ CAS Client Services can assist
you with more demanding
searches. Call 1-800-631-1884.

+ Use the Help hyperlink to learn
more search techniques.

+ Access the Help file for assistance
in executing STN Easy.

+ Click on the Browse Index Button
to select more than one term from
a search index (Advanced Search
only).

+ Personalise STN Easy via the
Preferences.

+ Terms entered in the same box in
an Advanced Search are joined
with (A) (adjacent) proximity, i.e.
words appear next to each other
in any order.

+ To search for a specific chemical
name, use the Advanced Search
for Chemical Substances.

+ Use keywords and phrases (in
double quotes) to omit having to
use Boolean operators.

+ Select "most recent" order for
reverse chronological retrieval.

+ Rank answers after the search—
choose "best match".

+ Stopwords, words that are too
common to search, are removed
from your question before being
searched.

+ The price shown is per answer.

+ Use* or? as wildcard at the end of
a word to append zero or more
characters, e.g. distil* retrieves
distil, distilling, distillery, etc.

BASIC SEARCH

Reference may be made to the
Basic Search, the quickest way to find
access STN Easy. A method is selected
to combine multiple search terms by
choosing an option which includes:

+ all of these words—retrieves
references containing all of the terms
entered (Boolean AND).

+ any of these terms—retrieves
references containing any or all of
the terms entered (Boolean OR).

+ this exact phrase—retrieves
references containing the exact
words you entered in the exact order
the/ were entered.

Examples:

1. dinosaur egg*
[chemistry references, all of these
words]

2. 58-08-2
[chemical substances, any of these
words]

3. aspirin "heart attack"
[life sciences, all of these words]

4. meteor* life Mars
[General science, all of these words]

5. monsanto stock price
[Business, this exact phrase]

Advanced Search

You can have control over the use
of words using Advance Search. A
subject category is selected and words
or phrases in up to 3 entry boxes are
entered. Each entry box is limited to a
single concept. Entering more than
one word in an entry box implies (A)
proximity, i.e. words appear next to
each other in any order. To enter an
exact phrase, enclose it in double
quotes.

You may also enter a word with:

+ a? or an* appended to the end of its
character string. This retrieves words

with zero or more characters
added to the word stem.

+ Stopwords enclosed in double
quotes; otherwise Stopwords are
not searched as they are too
common to index.

Advanced Search thus allows the
userto select chemical names, author
names, organisation names, etc. from
a scrollable index. One has simply to
enter the term and then click the
Browse Index Button.

Four operators instead of three
are available to combine multiple
concepts. The/ include:

+ AND—retrieves references
containing all of the concepts
entered. And is the default

+ OR—retrieves references contai-
ning any or ail of the concepts
entered.

+ NEAR—retrieves references
containing all of the concepts
entered and appearing in the same
sentence within the record.

+ NOT—retrieves references con-
taining one concept but not the
other concept.

Refining of search terms is
important. Use of limiters is preferable.
If you limit a year, for instance, you
get the information pertaining to that
year. You can limit the search by
document type such as Patents,
Reviews, etc. You can use language
as a limiter. In addition, hyperlinks
are provided for the electronic
documents published since 1995.
However, some of the hyperlinks
need an ID or are connected to a
publisher's Web Site. Printing
facilities are an additional feature.
The numberof most recent references
can be fixed as needed. All these
features make STN International one
of the leading networks for the
scientific and technical information.
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Electronic Data Interchange: A Talk

A presentation on "The Role of
EDI in Publishing and Library
Networking" was held on September
30,1997 in collaboration with the British
Council Division, British High
Commission. The presentation was
given by Mr. Julian Hardinge, General
Manager, International Library
Services, John Smith & Son, UK and
British Council's Global Library
Supplier of Books. Mr. P. Jayarajan,
Library and Information Services
Manager (India), British Council

Mr. Hardinge explaining EDI or
Electronic Data Interchange, maintained
that it is nothing but passing information
or matter that was printed earlier
electronically instead of putting it in the
post. The information could be in the
form of selection lists, purchase orders,
order acknowledgements, status reports,
price confirmations, etc. to name a few.

Further, Mr. Hardinge noted that the
receiver of the document gets most
benefited if he has the software to

Mr. Julian Hardinge, Mr. H. K. Kaul and Mr. P. Jayarajan during the talk

Division, British High Commission
presided over the meeting.

During his presentation, Mr.
Hardinge elaborated on how to take
advantage of the benefits of electronic
communications without being
affected by the costs. He said that EDI
would reduce the routine work load and
increase accuracy. Also, information
would be available on time and it would
help the users to react quickly. In
addition, it helps one to identify potential
problems before they happen.

process the file and to manipulate the
data. He stated that most of the
documents they had listed were received
by libraries and other customers.

To have the EDI facility, all one
required was hardware, communications
facilities and software and most
importantly, one should be able to
maintain standards for efficient
interchange. Otherwise, one required a
separate processing software for every
customer. Mr. Hardinge described
various standards in use and observed

that EDIFACT, the UN standard was
the best and most widely used, as it
had best development prospects.

Mr. Hardinge explained how EDI
functioned between John Smith & Son
and the British Council Libraries. He
affirmed that the process is almost
completely automated. They
interchanged data on selection lists,
proposed orders, basic title
information, orders, responses and
price and availability information
which was updated automatically.
Cancellations were also automated.

Mr. Hardinge added that the
invoicing and shipment information
was transferred in advance and
processed, financial information was
updated, vendor and library data was
correlated, all electronically and
catalogue records were downloaded
even before the shipment had arrived.
This resulted in getting better and
consistent information and did not
involve much routine work, since it
was all automated. It also gave much
better information about the progress
of orders, financial commitment and
allowed quicker and more accurate
shelving of books.

Mr. Hardinge cautioned that one
should not do everything at once, but
should proceed step by step, One
should also pick up items where the
cost-benefit ratio was best. Before
starting, one should negotiate with
potential vendors which could result
in striking a surprisingly inexpensive
bargain. He said that John Smith &
Son Bookshop also offered electronic
bibliographies and Web Site access
for which one only required a PC and
E-mail access.

Mr. Hardinge gave a demons-
tration of the facilities and services
offered by John Smith & Son as well
as a demo of accessing EDI facilities.

The presentation was followed by
a lively discussion.

— A. Vijaya Murthy
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14th FID/CAO Congress and Assembly

The 14th FID/CAO Congress and
Assembly (International Federation for
Information and Documentation/
Commission for Asia and Oceania)
was held in New Delhi during
November 20-21, 1997 at INSDOC,
the National Member of FID from India.
The theme of the Congress was
"Migrating to the Electronic Information
Era." The Congress discussed the
issues and challenges faced at present
by the information professional society
and also the latest new information
technologies such as electronic
newspapers, video conferencing and
videotelephony, multimedia infor-
mation communication, structured and
unstructured information transfer, text,
voice and video mail, etc. A large
number of participants from India, Sri
Lanka, China and Japan presented
papers at the two-day meet.

Prof. T. Vishwanathan, President
FID/CAO welcomed the participants
and distinguished guests followed by
another address by Prof. Y. Fujiwara,
Vice President FID. While delivering
the inaugural address, Mr. N. Vittal,
Chairperson, Public Enterprises
Selection Board, New Delhi commented
that choosing the theme "Migrating to
the Electronic Information Era" is not
only timely but is very vital for thriving in
the context of the technological
paradigm shift that is taking place in
the area of information processing. He
observed that migrating to the electronic
information era must be seen as a
strategy by the developing countries to
catch up with the developed countries
and make up for technological as well
as the educational gap from which the
developing countries suffer. He further
reiterated the need to initiate a worldwide
effort to build a global information
infrastructure where each country has
to think in terms of building its national
information infrastructure so that
migrating to the electronic information

age becomes a reality. The two-day
session was divided into five technical
sessions. The first technical session
started with the topic"lnformation on World
Wide Web." Dr. S. Ramakrishnan, Director
ERNET, Department of Electronics,
Government of India delivered a talk on
Information Infrastructure: India's Plan.
According to Dr. S. Ramakrishnan, two
recent happenings—globalisation and
spread of information technology (IT) are
leading to the new global digital economy
and the networked society. Mentioning
the major initiatives taken in the country
for building up Nil in India, Dr.
Ramakrishnan spoke about the Nil Vision
- 2000 Plan which has been formulated by
the Government and the implementation
strategies which were being drawn up for
some of the flagship applications such as
electronics, commerce, government
computerisation, etc. He referred to the
Internet expansion policy introduced by
the Government which had been approved
for the entry of the Private Sector as
Independent Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) and also a high - speed backbone
providing speed of 2.5 gigabits/sec by
2000 A.D. which has been approved for
meeting the increased demand for
bandwidth. He informed the participants
that as a part of the Government's
computerisation effort, it is proposed to
have a website for every ministry, E-mail,
file transfer facilities are proposed to be
freely used for communication, setting up
of high-tech parks for the promotion of IT
Industry, amendments to the existing laws
to facilitate electronic commerce, etc. He
said that the initial demands of Nil
services would include Telephony on
Demand, E-mail, Internet including web
access, EDI, online service, high
bandwidth, etc. and future demands could
include digital library, video on demand,
electronic banking, remote shopping,
distance learning, remote health service,
multimedia applications, intelligent
network services, etc. He added that Nil

would open up new markets and
business, contribute to the growth in
GDP, would attract foreign direct
investment and the export market would
be boosted. The talk was followed by a
session on the contributed papers
presentation. A paper titled "Interface
Design and Web Site Creation for an
Organisation: A Prototype presented
by Dr. (Mrs.) Usha Mujoo-Munshi,
discussed the designing of an interface
between web document and the
databases. The various web search
engines which provide access along
with the role of hypertext and
hypermedia for the production and
utilisation of interactive and distributed
documents were also highlighted in
the paper.

This was followed by another
presentation of a paper titled:
"DELSEARCH: An Offline E-mail
Based Database Access System" by
Mr. H. K. Kaul and Ms. Sangeeta
Kaul, Delhi Library Network
(DELNET). The paper discussed a
newly developed information retrieval
tool called DELSEARCH, developed
by Delhi Library Network (DELNET)
for accessing the information stored
in structured repositories such as
RDBMS resident on a local
independent system and which cannot
get retrieved through INTERNET
online search tools. DELSEARCH is
an offline E-mail based database
access system. The utility is developed
on the UNIX platform using UNIX
programming tools. It is capable of
handling the user's database search
request via INTERNET E-mail and the
automatic delivery of the query results
to the users without any human
intervention. The prerequisite for the
remote users to search the DELNET
databases through DELSEARCH is
just simply an E-mail connectivity and
the authentication to use the facility. It
is independent of any special
hardware/software requirements to
utilise the facility at the remote user's
end. Since half of the 214 countries
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with the INTERNET connections have
only E-mail access to the worldwide
network of networks with approxi-
mately 20 million E-mail users,
DELSEARCH provides a convenient,
timely, non-disruptive and inexpensive
mechanismfor searching the structured
information through electronic mail. It
can also play a vital role for the
information transfer where the
INTERNET Telnet facility is not in
place because of the inadequate
communication infrastructure. The
paper analysed the views received
from different parts of the world
through a survey conducted to assess
DELSEARCH utility and the relevance
of such an E-mail based information
retrieval system. The paper provided
an insight into the salient features of
the DELSEARCH information retrieval
tool such as authentication, precision
and recall measures and
inexpensivenes.s, etc. A comparison
was made between DELSEARCH and
the existing web-based information
retrieval tools used for accessing
structured and unstructured information.

It was followed by a paper reading
in absentia for the paper titled: "OM
Information Services: An Interactive
Database on the World Wide Web" by
Mr. A. Sreenivas et al.

The second technical session was
chaired by Dr. S. S. Murthy, Director,
DESIDOC, on "Network Information
Service." The session began with an
invited talk by Prof. P. B. Mangla,
University of Delhi. Prof. Mangla talked
at length about the "Information Policy
for Library and Information Systems
in India" followed by a paper by Ms.
Uma Kanjilal, IGNOU on "Networked
Learning: New Options for LIS
Distance Learners in India." She
referred to the various advantages of
networked learning and the distance
learning technologies. The last paper
of the session was presented on
"INTERNET Services for Libraries" by
Mr. T. Ashok Babu, Scientist (RCI,

DRDL). He commented on the growth of
INTERNET in India and the services
provided through INTERNET. The third
and the last technical session on digital
libraries started with a contributed paper
presented by Ms. S. Mathavan of the
Engineering Library, University of
Peradeniya, Sri Lanka on 'The University
Libraries of Sri Lanka in the Context of
Virtual/Electronic/Digital Library Network
by the Year 2000." She told the
participants that there were around 11
university libraries in Sri Lanka and these
libraries could be categorised as
automated libraries. The libraries were
currently using CDS/ISIS for the library
catalogue which could be searched
under author, title, subject, ISBN, ISSN,
keywords, etc. She added that they hold
some information on CD-ROM and floppy
disks and microfilms and cartographic
materials as well. She felt that the project
for the digital library of the Sri Lankan
University libraries can be initiated by the
installation of Electronic Document
Imaging (EDI) system and found it more
efficient and reliable, having no dangerfor
misplacement or the documents getting
lost. A paper titled 'Towards a Digital
Library: An experience of a R & D Library"
presented by Mr. S. Venkadesan, IGCAR,
Kalpakkam highlighted the automation
work brought out at the R & D Library of
IGCAR with the advent of PCs, RDBMS
based online circulation system with
barcode technology and online Public
Access Electronic Catalogue having
windows based Graphics User Interface.
He informed the participants that the
Library Management functions like
Acquisition and Serial Control were
computerised with the LAN connecting
database servers, CD-ROM and DTP
station, online database search facility,
etc. He discussed the efforts made to
provide the library information on IGCAR
intranet using ATM campus backbone
and also the digital library initiative project
being embarked upon for becoming fully
digital. It was followed by another
presentation by Mr. Huang Zhenzhong of
the Institute of Science and Technology

Information of China on "Building
Vehicles for China's Information
Highway." He mentioned the project
Chinalnfo, which is one of the many
information resource/projects China
has launched recently. Chinalnfo is a
national network information service
system relying on the national
information infrastructure and oriented
to the national economy, providing
comprehensive and authoritative
information service on science and
technology as well as economy, finance,
society, culture, education and daily
life information. The targeted user
communities of the Chinalnfo Systems
are universities, institutions, compahfes,
administrative organs, individuals and
families. This was followed by a paper
on "Media Engineering" by Mr. Subrata
Datta, INSDOC, Calcutta.

The second day of the Congress
began with the technical session on
Multimedia Information Commu-
nication. The session was chaired by
Dr. D. Chandran, Prof. Department of
International Studies, University of
Technology, Sydney. An informative
talk was delivered by Dr. H. M. Gupta,
NT, Delhi on "Multimedia Information
Transfer on the Networks" followed
by a series of paper presentations on
"Challenges for Multimedia Information
Services" by Ms. Jayasri Raghavan,
"Multimedia Communication" by
Mr. R. S. Rathoreand Mr. D. V. Rathor,
Defence Laboratory, Jodhpur,
"Multimedia Information for Users/
Libraries: Need and Seeking Pattern"
by Mr. V. Sreenivasulu, NIAM, Jaipur.
The last session of the Congress
focussed on "Electronic Publishing."
A paper on "Electronic Newspapers: A
Case of Indian Newspapers on
INTERNET" was presented by Mrs. C.
M. Anand of INSDOC. This was
followed by the General Assembly
session. It was decided that India would
again host the 15th FID/CAO
Congress.

— Sangeeta Kaui
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Workshop on "Acess to INTERNET"

A three-day workshop on
"Access to INTERNET" was
organised by DELNET in
collaboration with the Indian
National Science Academy (INSA)
during September 9-11, 1997 at
INSA, New Delhi. Fifteen library
and information professionals
from various member-institutions
from Delhi participated in this
workshop.

The workshop was divided into
various sessions. The following
topics were discussed:

(i) Introduction to the basics of
data communication

(ii) Introduction to networking

(iii) Modems: technology,
standards, selection and
installation

(iv) Information highways:
ERNET, NICNETandVSNL

(v) INTERNET architecture and
services

(vi) Setup and connectivity to
INTERNET

(vii) Navigating tools for surfing
over INTERNET

(viii) INTERNET applications

In addition to these topics,
participants have had adequate
'hands-on sessions' after every
theory session. On the last day, a
trouble shooting session was also

Ms. Sangeeta Kaul demonstrating at the Workshop

organised in which participants were
asked to raise issues regarding any
trouble shooting problems
encountered during the practical
sessions.

The faculty was drawn from the
pioneering institutions in the area of
information technology such as the
Department of Electronics, New
Delhi and National Informatics
Centre, New Delhi. The resource
persons were assisted by the staff
of DELNET and INSA for hands-on
sessions.

A number of suggestions were
given by the participants regarding
the inclusion of topics for future
workshops. Some of the commonly

suggested topics were Designing
home page, Web publishing, Java
programming, HTML, CD-ROM,
Multimedia and advanced
programme on INTERNET.

On the whole, participants
appreciated the workshop and felt
that such workshops should be
organised in future. While
appreciating the efforts of DELNET
and INSA, they were of the view
that the latest communication
facilities could be made available
for forthcoming courses.
Participants were awarded
certificates at the valedictory
function.

— Dr. Usha Majoo Munshi
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